
 

 
 

 

The 2017 Annual Templar Pamphlet & Anthology Awards are open for submissions from both new and 
established writers whose work is written in English. Submissions are welcome from anywhere in the world.  

Templar Poetry offers three Pamphlet publishing options. The Pamphlet and Collection Awards are for the 
most extensive work within the current definition of a poetry pamphlet in the UK. The award also offers the 
widest range of publishing and reading opportunities to poets who submit.  

Our other two Pamphlet Awards are the Quarterly Portfolio Award for short manuscripts and the iOTA Shot 
Pamphlet Awards for manuscripts which are ‘intermediate’ in their overall extent.  

Templar offers and provides writers as wide a range of opportunities as possible for their poetry. We publish up 
to nine pamphlets each year, an annual anthology which is selected from poems submitted to this award and 
Iota magazine. Our ongoing full collection publishing schedule continues alongside these shorter titles. 

The Annual Templar Pamphlet, Collection & Anthology Awards are given for full length Pamphlets 
offering up to three successful poets and ten Templar Anthology Award Poets the opportunities 
summarized below.  

 

Each Pamphlet poet benefits from 

  

 Publication of a full length poetry pamphlet chosen from the manuscript submissions received 
 

 The option to submit a full collection for subsequent publication by Templar Poetry 
 

 A launch reading at the 2017 Derwent Poetry Festival in Derbyshire 
 

 The opportunity to read in further live events, including our regular Keats House reading series in 
London 

  

 Each Pamphlet poet may participate in our Online Poetry Live Audio Archive 

 



 

 Each Pamphlet is submitted for any eligible pamphlet awards and for review 
 

 Each Pamphlet Award Poet will be featured in Iota Poetry 
 

Templar Annual Anthology Poets benefit from 
 

 Up to four individual poems published in the Templar Anthology 
  

 An Anthology Launch reading at the 2017 Derwent Poetry Festival 
 

 The Anthology and the Launch Readings will be featured in Iota  
 

Templar Poetry may also commission a pamphlet and or a full collection from anthology poets. 

 
Templar Poetry Pamphlet, Collection & Anthology Awards: 2017 

 
GENERAL SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

 
1. Short collections of poetry of between 18 and 30 pages are invited, containing poems of any length or 

style, provided each page contains no more than forty lines of poetry. 

  

2. Submissions should also include a Title for the collection, a Contents page and any other preliminary 

pages deemed necessary, such as acknowledgments, notes or dedication. 

  

3. Those pages which do not contain poetry are NOT counted in the submission page range cited above. 

 

4. Manuscripts may be posted or sent online ONLY in MS Word format.  

 

5. Manuscripts sent by post should be firmly held together using, for example, a staple on the top left 

corner, an appropriate paper clip, plastic spine or treasury tags. 

  

6. Online manuscripts are printed in full and bound by us in-house. Online manuscripts should consist of 

a single file in MS Word file format, and the first page should be the Cover Sheet containing the 

information outlined below.  

 

7. The Cover Sheet should contain all relevant contact information – author’s name, address, telephone 

and email address along with the title of the manuscript. There is no ‘Entry’ or ‘Submission Form’.  

 

8. The Cover Sheet should also contain the following statement: 

 

‘I acknowledge that I am the sole author of the Work enclosed in this submission, that it is my original 

work and that I am the copyright holder and will agree to publication of the work in whole or in part in 

the event of its selection for publication as a Templar pamphlet or inclusion in the Templar 

Anthology.’ 

 

9. Please do not write your name on the poetry, title page or contents page: submission manuscripts are 



 

read and chosen anonymously. 

  

10. The poetry must be intended for adults, written in English and authors must be over 18 years. 

 

11. Safe receipt of Submissions will be acknowledged by e-mail.  Postal acknowledgment will be sent for 

postal submissions, provided a self-addressed & stamped envelope is enclosed marked 

‘Acknowledgment’. 

  

12. Results will be posted online on our website, as soon as all the publishing agreements offered to the 
pamphlet and anthology poets are in place. The winning and anthology poets will be detailed in our 

regular e-newsletter.  
 

13. We regret we cannot return any manuscripts. 
 

 
SUBMISSION RULES 

 
a. The poetry must be the original and sole work of the author, may have been published in magazines, 

anthologies and other media; but must not have been published before as part of a pamphlet or full 

collection, anywhere in the World. Translated work is not eligible. 

 

b. Simultaneous submission of the poems for consideration elsewhere is permissible provided winning & 

anthology poets withdraw their work from other consideration immediately upon notification of success 

in the Templar Pamphlet & Collection Awards. Successful Pamphlet and Anthology poets will be 

contacted in June/July 2016. 

 

c. POSTAL SUBMISSION must include a fee of £18 made by cheque, bankers draft or money/ postal 

order payable to ‘Templar Poetry’ or online using credit or debit card. Online payment for Postal 

Submission is available via links on the Submission & Awards tab on the Templar Poetry website. All 

Online payments and the separate safe receipt of postal submissions will be acknowledged by email and 

by post where an addressed and stamped envelope is enclosed with the submission. 

 

d. ONLINE SUBMISSION should be made as follows: 1. Please pay the Submission Fee and follow 

immediately with a separate email to: info@templarpoetry.com quoting the Submission Fee 

transaction number and the manuscript attached in MS word file format. 

  

e. Online submissions must also include name and contact details as set out above. The £2.00 surcharge 

for this mode of submission is due to the time and materials required to print and securely bind the 

work. 

 

f.  Postal submissions should be postmarked no later than Monday 15th May 2017. Online submissions 

should be sent no later than midnight 15th May 2017, local time. An email acknowledgment will be sent 

once the files have been printed. Please note that this may not happen immediately after the submission is 

sent online.  

 

g. In the event of any problems downloading files you will be contacted and the situation resolved, even if 

this is after the closing date for submissions, and this will not disqualify your submission from 

consideration. 



 

 

h. Please note that late online submissions will not be downloaded and associated submission fees will be 

returned to the sender less a £1 handling charge to defray online transaction return charges. 

  

i. Postal submissions may be received up to one week (seven days) after the closing date and will be 

accepted provided they are not postmarked later than Tuesday 15th May 2017. We recognize that 

airmail submissions from outside the UK may take up to a week to arrive and after-hours posting 

within the UK and later collections on the preceding day may not be collected until the following day. 

 

j. The Annual Pamphlet Award winning authors and the Anthology poets will commit to our standard 

publishing agreement in which Copyright for all work remains with the Authors, but Templar Poetry 

reserves the right to publish the work in its entirety or in part by the Pamphlet Award and Templar 

Anthology authors in the UK, Ireland, and the rest of the world for up to ten years following the 

publication of the works. All rights revert to the author when individual agreements end.  

 

k. The reader is Alexander McMillen, the Managing Editor of Templar Poetry. His decision is final. If no 

submissions are deemed of a sufficient standard, no award winners will be chosen. Templar Poetry may 

consult additional readers at their discretion 

 

l. Online Submissions should be emailed to info@templarpoetry.com and Postal Submissions should be 

posted to: 

Templar Poetry 
2017 Pamphlet & Collection Awards 

Fenelon House 
58 Dale Road 

Matlock 
Derbyshire 
DE4 3NB 

UK 
 
 
 
www.templarpoetry.com       email: info@templarpoetry.com  
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